The

simple

solution!
Split or Dry Ends? Regular
brushing thinning Hair?
Choose a pure bristle brush
Blow Drying &
Straightening?
Choose a larger brush
Static and fly-away hair?
Choose a pure bristle brush

I

n an age
of mass
production
and our
constant craving
for the new...

Mason Pearson Brushes
defy time. They are still
hand made in London.
Most importantly, they
naturally look after your
hair and help improve
and maintain the hair’s
condition for life.

Preferred by Stylists

ELLE Magazine

Recommended by
Beauty Editors
Just ask the experts:

When reviewing runway film,
ELLE’s photo editors play
spot the Mason Pearson, as
this mixed-bristle mane tamer
has made an appearance
backstage at almost every show
we’ve covered since 1985.
It’s a bit pricier than drugstore
alternatives, but “you’re worth
it,” we’ve promised. “A few
swipes make hair look blow-out
perfect: shiny and sleek.”

Ken Paves
Jessica Simpson’s
L.A. stylist

“this is the only
brush in the world.”
Source: Coolspotters.co

Member of Elle Magazine’s
Hall of Fame USA

Kerry Warn

Ursula Stephen

“A natural bristle brush from
Mason Pearson. They are
quite expensive but they’re
worth it. I always say that if
Mason Pearson went out of
business, I’d go out of business.

“It detangles, works well with
all hair textures, and holds up
no matter how much abuse it
takes from hot styling tools.”
Source: Coolspotters.com

Nicole Kidman’s
hairstylist

They give the hair such a
smooth and glossy finish.
http://www.beautyheaven.
com.au/article/the-secretlife-of-us

Rhianna’s
N.Y.C stylist

Anthony Nader
Raw Hair

“Splurge, splurge, splurge”
Nader suggests investing in
a Mason Pearson Pure Boar
Bristle Brush. “They are not
mass produced, will last forever
and are worth the price”

The Latest From

Rake Comb

The Rake Comb is ideal for coarse textured hair, frizzy
hair and long, tight curly hair. Use in the shower to comb
through conditioner, detangle wet hair and reduce split
ends. Each tooth is highly polished to eliminate any rough
edges and ensure a smooth, gentle glide through the
thickest hair.

As Seen In

Coloured Brushes

While most people still look for the traditional black
handled brushes, sales of the retro-coloured handles are
rising sharply. Customers simply want more choices and
choosing a coloured brush in pink, blue and white is a
way to personalize your style.

Pure Boar Bristle
For Fine Hair & Thinning Hair
Ideal for fine to normal thickness hair,
straight and thinning hair. For longer
hair choose a bigger brush.
The pure bristle brushes feature
unique tufts of close-set bristles that
lock in hair as you brush through.
Importantly the pure bristles have a
lot more “give” than other brands.
That means no more split ends and
no more static.

A38

Pocket Bristle
S/R $140.00

For styling, the Extra is ideal for
smoothing and finishing hair for
that special event. Mason Pearson
brushes promote a lovely, natural
sheen from scalp to ends. This
is the look models and stylists
particularly aim for, which is why
Mason Pearson is the brush they
choose.

A39

Handy Bristle
S/R $255.00

A40

Small Extra Bristle
S/R $320.00

A46

A41

Large Extra Bristle
S/R $335.00

Childs Bristle
S/R $130.00
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Pure Bristle & Nylon Mix

Sizing Chart

For Normal Hair & Curly Hair
• For longer, wavy or curly hair, choose a bigger brush
• The pure bristle tufts are gentle on the hair and scalp
• The nylon tufts control and style the hair
• Revive dry hair, and give it a healthy sheen by
brushing gently for 3 - 4 minutes every day
Universal
Popular
Large Extra

A32

Pocket Nylon & Bristle
S/R $125.00

A35

Handy Nylon & Bristle
S/R $175.00

Junior
Small Extra

A36

Junior Nylon & Bristle
S/R $195.00

Handy

Pocket

A37

Popular Nylon & Bristle
S/R $235.00

Black (A)

Black (A)

Black (A)

Black (A)

Ivory (H)

Ivory (H)
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100% Nylon
For Very Thick & Strong Hair
• Strong Nylon bristles to control and smooth thick and long hair
• Detangles wet hair effortlessly
• Gentle on wet hair and won’t tear the hair or irritate the scalp

A34

A42

Universal Nylon
S/R $155.00

Pocket Nylon
S/R $84.95

Black (A)

Ivory (H)

Blue (K)

Pink (R)

Black (A)

Luxury Combs
• Mason Pearson luxury Combs
have smooth tapered teeth
with polished tips to glide through
hair without jagging or catching
• Beautiful handcrafted combs
for superior styling
• Excellent for use in the shower
to comb through conditioner and
treatment products

A77

A78

A79

A80

A81

A82

Comb Pocket
5.5 inch
Tortoiseshell

Comb Styling
6 inch
Tortoiseshell

Comb Tail
Tortoiseshell

Comb Dressing
7.5 inch
Tortoiseshell

Comb Detangling
Tortoiseshell

Comb Rake 6.5
inch
Tortoiseshell

S/R $22.95

S/R $25.95

S/R $25.95

S/R $30.95

S/R $32.95

S/R $30.95

Classic Military Brush
For Strong Hair & Short to Long Hair
• Classic military style men’s brush
• Molded sides for a comfortable grip.

A43

A44

Pure Bristle & Nylon Junior
S/R $205.00

Pure Bristle
S/R $320.00

Shave Brush
Pure Badger Hair

• Long lasting brush, classic tapered head
• Gentle on the skin, exfoliates and removes
dead skin cells
• Provides a rich creamy lather
• Handle designed for a comfortable grip

A53

Shave Brush Pure Badger
S/R $185.00
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